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Abstract Upgrades implemented over a number of years
in an open source version of the Eta model, posted at the
CPTEC web site http://etamodel.cptec.inpe.br/, are sum-
marized and examples of benefits are shown. The version
originates from the NCEP’s Workstation Eta code posted
on the NCEP web site http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/
mmb/wrkstn_eta, which differs from the NCEP’s latest
operational Eta by having the WRF-NMM nonhydrostatic
option included. Most of the upgrades made resulted from
attention paid to less than satisfactory performance noted in
several Eta results, and identification of the reasons for the
problem. Others came from simple expectation that
including a feature that is physically justified but is missing
in the code should help. The most notable of the upgrades
are the introduction of the so-called sloping steps, or dis-
cretized shaved cells topography; piecewise-linear finite-
volume vertical advection of dynamic variables; vapor and
hydrometeor loading in the hydrostatic equation, and
changes aimed at refining the convection schemes available
in the Eta. Several other modifications have to do with the
calculation of exchange coefficients, conservation in the
vertical diffusion, and diagnostic calculation of 10-m
winds. Several examples showing improved performance
resulting from the dynamics changes are given. One
includes a case of unrealistically low temperatures in sev-
eral mountain basins generated by a centered vertical
advection difference scheme’s unphysical advection from
below ground, removed by its replacement with a finite-
volume scheme. Another is that of increased katabatic
winds in the Terra Nova Bay Antarctica region. Successful
forecast of the severe downslope zonda wind case in the lee
of the highest peaks of the Andes is also shown, and some
of the recent successful verification results of the use of the
upgraded model are pointed out. The code is used at
numerous places, and along with setup information it is
available for outside users at the CPTEC Eta web site given
above.
1 Introduction
The objective of this paper is to summarize changes
introduced in the Eta code starting from the one available
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at the NCEP’s so-called Workstation Eta site, at
http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/mmb/wrkstn_eta, to arrive
at the code posted at the CPTEC’s site http://etamodel.
cptec.inpe.br/. This code we will refer to as the upgraded
Eta. Motivations for most of the upgrades made resulted
from attention paid to unsatisfactory performance noted in
one or another aspects of various Eta results and identifi-
cation of the reasons for the problem. Those for others
came from simple expectation that including a feature that
is physically justified and seems important but is missing in
the code should help.
A brief summary of the original NCEP-posted Work-
station Eta code seems in order. Features of its dynamical
core include the eta vertical coordinate (Mesinger 1984),
resulting in quasi-horizontal coordinate surfaces, and thus
prevention of pressure-gradient force errors due to steep
topography that can occur with terrain-following coordi-
nates. Forward–backward scheme is used for time differ-
encing of the gravity-wave terms, modified so as to
suppress separation of solutions on two C-subgrids of the
model’s E-grid (Mesinger 1974; Janjic 1979; Mesinger and
Popovic 2010). The Arakawa approach is used in space
differencing, with conservation of enstrophy and energy, as
defined on the C-grid, in horizontal advection within the
nondivergent barotropic part of the flow (Janjic 1984),
thereby enforcing a strong constraint on the false system-
atic cascade of energy toward smaller scales. Energy is
conserved in transformations between the potential and the
kinetic energy in space differencing (Mesinger 1984; Me-
singer et al. 1988, Appendix, done by Dusanka Zupanski).
Lateral boundary conditions are prescribed along a single
outer line of grid points at the inflow points; at the outflow
points tangential velocity components are extrapolated
from inside of the model domain, with no boundary
relaxation (Mesinger 1977). Finally, the Janjic et al. (2001)
nonhydrostatic option of the WRF-NMM is included in this
NCEP Workstation Eta code.
The physics package of the code includes a choice of
two convection schemes, Betts-Miller-Janjic (Betts and
Miller 1986; Janjic 1994), and Kain-Fritsch (Kain 2004);
Ferrier cloud microphysics scheme (Ferrier et al. 2002);
GFDL radiation schemes (Lacis and Hansen 1974;
Schwarzkopf and Fels 1991); Noah land surface scheme
(Chen et al. 1997); Monin–Obukhov similarity within the
surface layer with Paulson stability functions, coupled to
molecular sublayer over land and ice according to Zilit-
inkevich (1995), and over water according to Janjic
(1994); wind direction dependent form drag scheme
(Mesinger et al. 1996); turbulence transports above the
surface layer using the Mellor-Yamada 2.5 closure (Mel-
lor and Yamada 1982; see also Janjic 1990), with various
refinements including the discovery of the reason for its
realizability problem and the way of addressing it
described in Mesinger (1993; summary in 2010), modified
subsequently by Janjic (2002). As to the last point, note
that with the original Mellor-Yamada 2.5 scheme for some
combinations of parameters it is not possible to calculate
turbulence kinetic energy change because the denominator
of a ratio that needs to be evaluated turns out to be very
close to zero; this tends to be referred to as a ‘‘realizability
problem’’.
The accompanying pre-processing package was designed
primarily to interpolate the initial fields off NCEP’s Global
Forecasting System (GFS) and use the GFS forecast ini-
tialized at the same time for the lateral boundary conditions.
The post-processing code is in its latest NCEP state for the
most part described in Chuang and Manikin (2001).
The summary of upgrades in the sections to follow will be
organized in the usual order of dynamics followed by
physics, with some examples of impact shown along the way.
Within dynamics, a major change to be presented is that of
the introduction of ‘‘sloping steps’’, or of a discretized/‘‘poor
man’s’’ version of the shaved cells of Adcroft et al. (1997).
Use of the piecewise-linear vertical advection of dynamic
variables will come next. This makes the code approximately
finite-volume, given that flux-type schemes are then used for
all dynamics variables, and that in horizontal sides of the cell
volumes are very nearly equal due to the use of the eta
coordinate. Several points having to do with the calculation
of exchange coefficients, conservation in the vertical diffu-
sion, and diagnostic calculation of 10-m winds will follow.
Vapor and hydrometeor loading in the hydrostatic equation
will end the dynamics part.
Within physics, efforts of refining the two Eta convec-
tion schemes received more attention. The motivation and
changes made will be summarized. The upgrades address
the model’s well-established problem of underdoing the
heavy rain thresholds when the Betts-Miller-Janjic con-
vection scheme is used. Vertical momentum fluxes were
added to the Kain-Fritsch convection scheme. The molec-
ular sublayer treatment was refined by making the molec-
ular sublayer depth dependent on the roughness Reynolds
number, following a suggestion of Brutsaert (1982).
The paper will end with an example of a severe down-
slope zonda wind case in the lee of the highest peaks of the
Andes as forecast by the upgraded Eta, followed by a short
discussion and concluding comments.
2 Dynamics: sloping steps
Very early in the modern era of the primitive equation
modeling it was understood that the possibility of large
errors in the calculation of the pressure gradient force when
using terrain-following (sigma) coordinates needs atten-
tion. The earliest attempt of addressing the problem was
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that of the vertical interpolation from sigma back to con-
stant pressure surfaces (Kurihara 1968). Downsides of this
are that with no finite difference equation code can hardly
be efficient, and that energy conservation in transforma-
tions between the potential and kinetic (as done, e.g., in
Mesinger et al. 1988, Appendix) cannot be enforced. Per-
haps worse, extrapolation of pressure underground will be
required at some of the wind points next to topography
slopes. Thus, we are not aware of this being used in more
recent times.
Numerous methods of addressing the problem have
subsequently been proposed; the review paper of Mesinger
and Janjic (1985) summarizes those published at the time
and the downsides involved. Of the methods proposed
since the one by Lin (1997) appeared novel and seemed to
stand out. But it was pointed in Mesinger (2004a) that as
used in Lin (1998), it also amounted to vertical interpola-
tion and thus in fact not a solution. If, instead, pressure
gradient force is calculated based on information available
at cell boundaries, the situation is not changed compared
with that of sigma system schemes. In summary, there is a
steepness limit to the validity of approximations to the
pressure gradient force when using the sigma system, this
limit being exceeded for slopes of sigma surfaces beyond a
threshold value (Mesinger 2004a; see also Janjic 1977).
Since the steepness of the topography will increase as the
resolution is increased, increasing resolution does not help.
For a remedy, the radical move to a step-topography
system with quasi horizontal coordinate surfaces (Mesinger
1984) was implemented in the NCEP Eta model, and
according to several experiments appeared to have led to
quite significant increases in skill (Mesinger and Black
1992; Mesinger 2000, among others). Yet, little movement
away from the terrain-following coordinates ensued. On
the contrary, considerable notice was taken of the poor
result of a 10-km Eta in a 1997 case of the Wasatch
windstorm, while the sigma system MM5 did well
(McDonald et al. 1998), and in particular of a result of the
paper by Gallus and Klemp (2000). Quite a widespread
interpretation was that the eta coordinate is ‘‘ill suited
for high resolution prediction models’’. For example, the
presentation of Mesinger (2004b) displays a list of five
references containing this or a similar statement.
There is a strong indication that the interest in qua-
si-horizontal coordinates is on the increase in recent years,
originally sparked by the shaved cells approach of Adcroft
et al. (1997), and used subsequently by Steppeler et al. (2006)
and Walko and Avissar (2008). The standard step-topogra-
phy eta has been used in more recent efforts as well; note
Marshall et al. (2004), and in particular Russell (2007).
The problem of the step-topography eta had with the
Wasatch downslope windstorm and with the flow over the
witch of Agnesi topography (Gallus and Klemp 2000) is
hard to dispute. However, as opposed to their being due to
high resolution or the eta coordinate itself, a simple
explanation of these problems was offered by Mesinger and
Jovic (2004), as illustrated below.
Note that the eta coordinate is defined by an equation,
relating eta to pressure and surface pressure. The steps are
only the simplest discretization of topography using the
coordinate, but other discretizations are possible. For a
discussion, in Fig. 1, following Mesinger and Jovic (2004),
a schematic is presented of a 2D section of an eta grid with
step-mountain discretization.
Suppose that in Fig. 1 we are looking at a section of the
lee slope with the air flow that ought to be downward along
the slope according to the continuous equations. Note that
with the step-mountain discretization what is imposed on
the flow are eta vertical velocities of zero at the surface
pressure points, ps and horizontal velocities of zero at the
velocity points, v, at the sides of steps. In Gallus and
Klemp (2000) experiment flow separation occurred in that
instead of descending in the lee the flow continued essen-
tially horizontally; ‘‘step corners’’ seemed to have been
blamed by Gallus and Klemp for the problem. While the
discretized flow is not explicitly aware of the step corners,
the boundary conditions at the sides of steps could be
interpreted as implying the corners.
In analyzing the situation let us refer to grid boxes above
by the indices of the temperature points, T. From the box 1
the flow enters box 2 to the right of it. The situation con-
sidered being such that the flow should move down the lee
slope, the flow will move downward by way of the eta
vertical velocity at the interface between the boxes 2 and 5.
Fig. 1 Schematic used for the proposed explanation of the eta step-
mountain discretization problem. The arrow denotes the direction of
the flow used in the discussion
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However, some of the air that entered box 2 will move
horizontally into box 3.
What is missing is the flow going directly from box 1
into 5, which would have existed had the discretization
accounted for the terrain slope between boxes 1 and 5. As a
result, not all of the air which should have moved slantwise
from box 1 directly into box 5 gets to it, since some of it is
erroneously deflected horizontally from box 2 to into box 3.
The remedy we implemented is to allow for slopes by
relaxing the boundary conditions referred to above.
If the eta vertical velocity is in some way allowed at pS
points, the pressure tendency equation becomes
opS
ot
¼ 
ZgS
0
r  v op
og
 
dg  _g op
og
 
S
; ð1Þ
replacing (2.8) of Mesinger et al. (1988). Here and further
on, t stands for time,
g ¼ p  pT
pS  pT gS;
with
gS ¼
prfðzSÞ  pT
prfð0Þ  pT ;
being the eta vertical coordinate, p being pressure, the
subscripts T and S standing for the top and the surface
values of the model atmosphere, respectively; z is geo-
metric height, and prf(z) is a suitably defined reference
pressure as a function of z. Finally, the dot superscript is
used to denote the individual time derivative.
Optimum discretization of (1) is not obvious. The
approach chosen by Mesinger and Jovic aims to maintain
the Eta reliance on its existing Arakawa-type conservation
features, for which it was felt desirable to avoid creating
box volumes next to topography of very small volumes. In
this way it was felt a more robust code should be obtained,
from both the conservation and CFL points of view.
With this restriction, still various options are available.
The option used by Mesinger and Jovic is that of defining
topography slopes at the v points, the highest of those that
are blocked in the step-mountain discretization. With this
approach, slopes are defined if one of the four surrounding
topography, h, points (pS points in Fig. 1) is the highest of
the four and thus responsible for blocking with the present
discretization; and if two nearest neighbors of these
h points are the highest. Otherwise, the slope is set to
remain zero. Slopes are considered discrete, so as to be
valid over a grid square bound by centers of the four
neighboring h boxes in horizontal, and to define a topog-
raphy descent down one layer depth, from the higher
identified h point or points to the lower ones of the four.
Thus, in the schematic of Fig. 1, for the discretization of
(1) and other relevant equations or terms, the step topog-
raphy is considered replaced by straight lines connecting
the two pairs of neighboring pS points. Slantwise mass
divergence contributions are evaluated and incorporated in
the calculation of the first term on the right side of (1). Note
that this scheme does not require specification of the eta
vertical velocity in (1), as slantwise mass transports in fact
account for the second term on its right side. In addition,
slantwise temperature advection has been added, consistent
with the advection of mass; we shall describe the scheme
used later in this section.
An example of the resulting sloping steps vertical grid is
shown in Fig. 2. The v box immediately above the slope
exchanges momentum with the v boxes of two layers at its
right side, with half of what used to be the vertical side of
the step at the lower left of the schematic now considered
open. At the same time, there is a direct slantwise tem-
perature exchange between temperature boxes denoted by
T1 and T4 in the figure.
The result of Mesinger and Jovic’s emulation of the
Gallus–Klemp experiment is shown in Fig. 3. Its left panel
shows a reproduction of their Fig. 6a. This result is
obtained using a full 3D Eta code, dynamics only, running
a square domain, with variables prescribed not to change in
the direction of one of its diagonals. Flow separation in the
lee as seen in this panel was considered by Gallus and
Klemp illustration of the Eta downslope windstorm prob-
lem; just as in their plot, a velocity of only between 1 and
2 m s-1 is seen in the left panel plot immediately behind
Fig. 2 Schematic of the vertical grid of the sloping steps eta
discretization used. Slantwise momentum and temperature transport
occurs along half of what used to be the vertical side of the left lower
box with the step-topography eta discretization
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the obstacle next to the ground. In the right panel, obtained
using the outlined sloping steps discretization, a consider-
ably greater velocity is seen in the lee next to the ground, of
between 4 and 5 m s-1.
It should be pointed out that our experiment shown in
Fig. 3 was run using hydrostatic code, since the code we
have put together for running 2D-like experiments did not
have the nonhydrostatic option. One should expect that
greater wave amplitude and thus also stronger downslope
wind would have been obtained using nonhydrostatic code
(e.g., Reinecke and Durran 2009). This expectation is
consistent with the results of our forecast experiments on
the zonda downslope windstorm, to be shown in Sect. 9,
which we did run using our more recent code with the
nonhydrostatic option available, and with its nonhydro-
static option set to both off and on, respectively.
In the original version of the sloping steps code a
standard ‘‘Lorenz-Arakawa’’ centered vertical advection
scheme (Arakawa and Lamb 1977)
oT
ot
¼     _g oT
og
g
ð2Þ
was used for the slantwise temperature advection. Using
this scheme, in a 48-h forecast over a domain centered over
complex western United States topography, running an
8-km/60-layer code, a problem was noted of quite unreal-
istic very low temperatures developing in two mountain
basins. This result is shown in Fig. 4. The two basins
standing out and responsible for the extremely wide tem-
perature range chosen by the plotting routine, one in
southern Montana and the other in western Alberta, each
contain two grid boxes with temperatures below 190 K.
It was felt that the problem had to be due to an
instability-like mechanism which is clearly possible with
the scheme if an inversion were to develop in a basin of
one-layer depth, and upward velocity were to prevail at a
basin’s grid cell upper interface. If the temperature on
top of this bottom cell were not to change much, which
might be expected given that it is affected by the hori-
zontal advection as well, then the temperature of the
bottom cell would keep decreasing, as if there was
vertical advection of still colder air from below ground.
This would make the inversion stronger, and as it gets
stronger, the faster it will grow.
Given that with the outlined sloping steps scheme we
know precisely how much mass is being transported via
slantwise vertical advection from one cell to another, and
also what is the mass of individual grid cells, changing
the vertical advection into a conserving finite-volume
Lagrangian advection was in principle not a problem. Once
this was done and the problem forecast rerun, the unrealistic
temperatures did not appear any more.
The scheme as summarized can be considered a simplest
discretized version of the shaved cells scheme of Adcroft
et al. (1997). It obviously can be made more general such
as to have slopes extend over more than just the bottoms of
two the neighboring layers; but we are not convinced that
the extra effort and in particular the computational cost of
having this in place is cost beneficial. An attractive feature
of the scheme as put together is its simplicity of
Fig. 3 Gallus–Klemp experiment, with parameters chosen so as to mimic the results shown in Gallus–Klemp (2000) Fig. 6a. Control, left panel;
code using sloping steps eta discretization, right panel
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implementation, as code-wise it is an add-on to the existing
step-topography Eta, with an option to engage it via a
switch. The code is in use at a number of places, in some of
them operationally, and in yet others in regional climate
projects, with a very large number of runs completed. The
robustness of the code seems thus to have been confirmed
to within a high level of confidence.
3 Piecewise linear vertical advection of dynamic
variables
Once the problem referred to above with highly unrealistic
bottom layer temperatures in two basins was addressed by
a change from finite-difference to a conserving finite-vol-
ume scheme, we looked at the difference in bottom layer
temperatures between the forecast done with this improved
sloping steps code, and the one using the standard step-
topography Eta. This difference is shown in pages 18–19 of
Mesinger et al. (2008). It ranges about -3 up to 7 K, with
these large difference values still typically found in various
basins.
That large difference between two extensively tested
codes and in specific places is puzzling. We feel that the
very likely culprit must be once again the finite-difference
scheme (2), given that its problem with false advection
from below ground has been identified and found that
harmful in the original sloping steps code.
The motivation for abandonment of (2) in favor of a
finite-volume scheme for the vertical advection of dynamic
variables—velocity components and temperature—is also
that this makes the Eta very nearly a finite-volume code.
Fig. 4 Lowest layer
temperatures obtained when
using scheme (2) for the
slantwise temperature
advection, in a 48-h forecast
verifying at 1200 UTC 11
December 2005
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This is because of the use of the flux-type schemes in
horizontal, and of the vertical sides of the grid cells with
the eta coordinate being very nearly equal, so that the result
would not change much if the fluxes were to be explicitly
multiplied by the cell side areas in the calculation of the
new cell values as needs to be done in strictly finite-volume
schemes.
An attractive feature of the finite-volume design is the
idea that finite-volume schemes are consistent with the way
physics is applied in models, namely considering grid point
values as averages for the grid box as opposed to point
samples of differentiable functions. Thus, finite-volume
schemes are not detrimentally affected the way finite dif-
ference schemes are by the grid point to grid point noise
that tends to be generated by physical forcings and there-
fore can be expected to be advantageous compared to
finite-difference schemes. It has been suggested earlier
(e.g., Mesinger 2004b) that the lack of a clear evidence of
the benefit from high Taylor-series type accuracy schemes
in full physics forecasts is suggestive of the relevance of
this issue and can be interpreted as encouraging a move
toward finite-volume schemes. Note also the advocacy of
the finite-volume approach by Lin (2004) for its satisfying
the need for conservative scalar transports, as well as the
earlier experiments of abandoning the finite-difference
vertical advection of momentum and temperature in favor
of a flux-limited scheme by Thuburn (1993).
The finite-volume scheme of our choice for the vertical
advection of velocity components and temperature is the
piecewise linear scheme of Mesinger and Jovic (2002).
This is an iterative scheme in which at each iteration slopes
at cells that are not maxima or minima are adjusted toward
the boundary values of neighboring cells as much as pos-
sible without enabling creation of new extrema given that
the boundary values of neighboring cells will be adjusted in
the same way. Experiments have shown that very little is
gained by doing more than three iterations.
There are of course a number of other options of
designing a piecewise linear advection scheme. These
schemes tend to be referred to as Van Leer type schemes
(e.g., Durran 1999). Three standard Van Leer schemes have
been tested in Mesinger and Jovic (2002) for advection of a
top-hat function, compared with the described Mesinger
and Jovic scheme. Tests have demonstrated that the
Mesinger and Jovic scheme performed better than each of
the three Van Leer schemes. It also performed better than
the scheme used in the WRF-NMM, as well as better
than the Takacs’ 3rd order ‘‘optimally’’ upstream biased
scheme (Takacs 1985). As a result, the Mesinger and Jovic
scheme has been used for some years for the vertical
advection of passive scalars in the Eta model.
The impact of the changed vertical advection will be
illustrated in the next section by an example in which it
is used along with that of the sloping steps, and the
change to be described next, affecting momentum
exchange coefficients.
4 Surface exchange coefficients, 10-m winds,
and conservation in the vertical diffusion
An issue of the Eta model is one of the lowest layer winds
at height points, in between the four wind points, that are
used for calculation of surface exchange coefficients. In
NCEP operational Eta codes as a result of complex history
in the averaging of winds surrounding a height point winds
that are blocked because of being defined on vertical sides
of steps and thus considered equal to zero are not taken into
account. Thus, higher wind speeds are obtained than those
that would have been obtained had all the four winds been
averaged. In CPTEC and many other Eta codes a centered
four-point averaging is always used. Thereby obtaining a
fictitiously too high wind speed value at height points next
to blocked winds is avoided. There is evidence that the
NCEP uncentered averaging was leading to higher than
justified surface exchange coefficients, which in turn was
resulting in lower lowest layer wind speeds.
It seems that the history referred to above owes its
complexity to the fact that the NCEP Eta post-processor is
calculating 10-m winds at height points. We have seen
indications that in regions of complex topography this has
led to underestimation of 10-m wind speeds. In addition,
we have found it more appropriate to have 10-m winds
calculated at wind than at height points. One can in fact
note by considering an idealized topography that with 10-m
winds diagnosed at height points the normally lower winds
inside basins and valleys get overrepresented compared
with those at the neighboring higher steps. For example,
with a one-dimensional simplest ‘‘extremely rough’’
topography consisting of a one-cell step, a two-cell basin—
the smallest permitted, another one-cell step, etc., there are
twice as many lowest layer wind points over steps than
inside basins, while the reverse is true for winds diagnosed
over height points. Thus, 10-m winds over wind points are
not only physically more appealing, they will also avoid
this overrepresentation problem. We have therefore modi-
fied the calculation of the 10-m winds so as to have them
diagnosed at the wind points.
In Fig. 5 we show an example of the impact of the
preceding code refinements in case of strong katabatic
winds down the slopes of the glaciers of the Terra Nova
Bay Antarctica region. The case is one of the development
of a large polynya that generated identifiable mesoscale
atmospheric events. The figure shows the wind speed cross
section along the approximate direction of katabatic flow
over the Reeves glacier, one flowing most directly into
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Terra Nova Bay. In its left panel wind speeds are shown
obtained using the ‘‘standard’’ Eta code, without sloping
steps, piecewise linear vertical advection of momentum
and temperature, and the centered wind averaging at height
points summarized just above, while in its right panel wind
speeds are shown obtained using these three upgrades,
respectively. The model topography is shown in solid black
and wind speeds are in m s-1.
While possibilities for verification in the Antarctica
region are of course limited, there are thermal infrared
radiometer (AVHRR) images and automatic station (AWS)
data that confirm that the simulation illustrated in the right-
hand panel above gave a very good representation of a
sequence of well-defined cyclonic structures that moved
over the area during the period considered (Morelli and
Parmiggiani 2012).
A plot in horizontal of the differences in the lowest layer
wind speeds corresponding to those of Fig. 5 and including
the area of its cross sections is shown in Fig. 6. In the plot,
the thin red line delimits the continental iced land, on the
left, from the Ross Sea, iced at the time, and the thick black
line denotes the position of the cross section. The vectors
of wind speed at the lowest layer above topography,
obtained using the upgraded version of the Eta, are also
plotted. They show that the wind is blowing from the
continent towards the sea, descending down the steep
topographic slopes that characterize the Antarctic coast.
We can see that the differences in wind speeds over the
complex terrain of the section shown are found that are
even greater than those along the cross-section line. Values
of more than 6 m s-1 are seen inside three closed contours
south of that line, with the area they include colored in red,
with even a speck of over 7 m s-1 within the southernmost
of the three. Irrespective of the verification referred to
above, these large wind speed increases in areas of strong
katabatic winds seem welcome in view of the criticism of
the step-topography Eta of not handling realistically
downslope windstorms, as summarized in Sect. 2
(McDonald et al. 1998; Gallus and Klemp (2000); refer-
ences in Mesinger (2004b).
Yet another refinement of our upgraded Eta code is the
enforcement of the Arakawa-type conservation in the ver-
tical diffusion. This is done using the standard technique
(e.g., Arakawa and Lamb 1977) of writing the advective
form of a difference equation so that it is equivalent to its
flux form. For example, in case of the diffusion contribu-
tion to the time change of specific humidity, q, this
amounts to replacing (5.1) of Janjic (1990) by
Fig. 5 Wind speed cross
section, along the approximate
direction of katabatic flow over
the Reeves glacier, Antarctica,
obtained using code without
sloping steps and piecewise
linear vertical advection, and
height point wind averaging
without including the blocked
winds (left panel), and using the
former two code modifications,
and centered averaging of winds
to calculate exchange
coefficients (right panel). The
simulation is initialized at 0000
UTC 15 July 2006, and the plots
shown are valid at 2100 UTC
the same day
Fig. 6 Lowest layer wind speed difference, in m s-1, resulting from
the three changes summarized above—same as those that led to the
change from the left to the right panel cross section of Fig. 5. Valid at
the same time as Fig. 5. The iced land area is on the left of the coastal
line, shown as a thin red line. The arrows represent the lowest layer
wind vectors, as calculated by the upgraded version of the Eta. The
black line denotes the position of the cross section of Fig. 5
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qsþ1L  qsL
Dt
¼ 1
qDgZ
 
L
qKH
Dgq
DgZ
g
 !
Lþ1=2
2
4
 qKH Dgq
DgZ
g
 !
L1=2
3
5:
Here, for simplicity, the time step superscripts, s, on the
right-hand side have been omitted; L is the layer subscript,
increasing downwards; q is density, D denotes the standard
centered difference operator, with the subscript if any
denoting the direction, and overbar the centered two point
averaging; Z is the layer interface elevation; and KH is the
heat exchange coefficient. If now the time step change of the
vertical integral of moisture is calculated using the simplest
difference form of the continuity equation, it can be verified
that the total moisture will be conserved in the diffusion step.
5 Water vapor sources and sinks and hydrometeor
loading
The eta system equations of (Mesinger 1984; also in
Mesinger et al. 1988) were arrived at with effects of
sources and sinks of water vapor and of the presence of
liquid water/ice in the continuity equation neglected. We
shall here generalize the equations so as to have these
effects taken into account. For convenience, we first dis-
play the referred to equation set in their Mesinger et al.
(1988) hydrostatic, frictionless, and adiabatic form:
dv
dt
þ f k  v þrU þ RT
p
rp ¼ 0; ð3Þ
dT
dt
 jTx
p
¼ 0; ð4Þ
o
og
op
ot
 
þr  v op
og
 
þ o
og
_g
op
og
 
¼ 0; ð5Þ
oU
og
¼ RT
p
op
og
; ð6Þ
x  dp
dt
¼ 
Zg
0
r  v op
og
 
dg þ v  rp; ð7Þ
opS
ot
¼ 
ZgS
0
r  v op
og
 
dg; ð8Þ
_g
op
og
¼  op
ot

Zg
0
r  v op
og
 
dg: ð9Þ
Above, d/dt is the individual time derivative, f is the
Coriolis parameter, k is the vertical unit vector, U is
geopotential, R is the gas constant, and r is R/cp, where cp
is the specific heat at constant pressure.
We consider first the water vapor sources and sinks in
the continuity equation. To that end, consider the conti-
nuity equation with no mass sources or sinks, (5) above.
We want to allow for the sources and sinks of water vapor,
such as are generated by various precipitation and land-
surface schemes. Following a standard mass budget con-
sideration, we arrive at
o
og
op
ot
 
þr  v op
og
 
þ o
og
_g
op
og
 
 dq
dt
op
og
¼ 0: ð10Þ
To obtain the surface pressure tendency equation we
need to integrate (10) from the top to the bottom of the
model atmosphere. To handle the singularity of
evaporation at the surface, we integrate only to gS  e; e
being small, obtaining
opS
ot
¼ 
ZgS
0
r  v op
og
 
dg þ
ZgSe
0
dq
dt
op
og
dg þ gE; ð11Þ
as a replacement of (8). Here E is the mass of water vapor
evaporated into the atmosphere per unit area and unit time.
Integrating (10) from 0 only to g, and rearranging terms,
we obtain
_g
op
og
¼  op
ot

Zg
0
r  v op
og
 
 dq
dt
op
og
 
dg: ð12Þ
Note that this replaces (9).
Various hydrometeors if carried in a model, e.g., cloud
water/ice, add weight to columns of air, affecting pressure.
The total mass in a volume element V is then
mt ¼ md þ mv þ mw; ð13Þ
where mw is the mass of hydrometeors in the volume. A
prognostic variable of the Eta is ‘‘specific cloud water/ice’’
w  mw= md þ mvð Þ: ð14Þ
It is convenient to define an effective density, the
density of the mixture of moist air and hydrometeors,
qeff  mt=V : ð15Þ
Combined with (13) and (14), this gives
qeff ¼ q ð1 þ wÞ: ð16Þ
Use of (16) in the hydrostatic equation, and in the mass
convergence terms of the pressure tendency equation,
instead of the air density, will account for the effects of the
hydrometeor loading on pressure.
Given that in the Eta code the evaporated water vapor is
not added explicitly to the atmosphere but instead the latent
heat flux is used as a boundary condition for the vertical
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diffusion of moisture, the total column water vapor needs
to be calculated before and after the diffusion loop, and the
evaporation obtained as the difference between the two.
The suggestions that the precipitation mass sink may not
be negligible in numerical models were made by a number
of authors as of the early 1990s; for a review of those as
well as the impact in two early simulations see Lackmann
and Yablonsky (2004). We ran a test of the modifications
of the present section on a case including the tropical
cyclones Connie and Irma from the Australian Monsoon
Experiment (AMEX), and obtained Connie central sea
level pressure deeper by about 1 mb, along with an
increased total precipitation at times up to about 15%
(Mesinger and Lazic 2004). In the extensively documented
study of the impact in the case of Hurricane Lilli (2002),
Lackmann and Yablonsky (2004) show the sea level pres-
sure near the storm center deeper by as much as 2–5 mb
when in their Eta simulation our mass sink modifications
above are taken into account. Needless to say, this was
accompanied by stronger cyclonic flow and heavier pre-
cipitation as well.
6 Physics: Betts–Miller–Janjic convection
Once most of the physics package of the Eta was put
together at the end of the 1980s (Janjic 1990) in tests that
followed a conspicuous problem encountered was that of
runaway convection over warm water. This was addressed
in Janjic (1994) by modifications of the Betts-Miller con-
vection scheme via implementation of two mechanisms
sensitive to the intensity of convection. The first included
introduction of a nondimensional parameter
E ¼ const1
T DS
cp
P
DT Dp
ð17Þ
named ‘‘cloud efficiency’’. Here T is the mean temperature
of the tentative cloud, averaged over the convection time
step to be performed; DS is the change in cloud ‘‘entropy’’
integrated over cloud layers which would result if the
convective adjustments of layer temperatures and humidi-
ties were to take place; cp is the specific heat at constant
pressure; summation in the denominator is over the cloud
layers of depths Dp of layer temperature changes DT to
take place over the convection time step, and const1 is a
nondimensional constant. The denominator above is pro-
portional to the precipitation generated in a convection
time step; see Janjic (1994) for more detail. Thus, E is
proportional to the change in column entropy per unit
precipitation produced.
As opposed to fixed predetermined reference humidity
profile of the original Betts-Miller (BM) scheme, Janjic
made the scheme choose its preliminary reference profile in
between two sets, ‘‘fast’’ (or ‘‘dry’’) and ‘‘slow’’ (or
‘‘moist’’), depending on the value of the parameter E. The
fast profiles—defined by their values of the deficit of sat-
uration pressure, dsp, change in pressure needed to achieve
saturation, are multiplied by a prescribed factor FS to
obtain slow profiles. At the time FS was assigned a value of
0.6. When E is smaller, that is for heavier precipitation per
unit entropy change, profiles chosen by the scheme will be
closer to the slow profiles that have smaller magnitudes of
dsp values. With smaller dsp magnitudes, the preliminary
reference humidity profiles are wetter, and thus closer to
saturation. Thus, a given column humidity profile, wetter
than the reference in order to have convection, will be less
different from the reference profile; and since the scheme
has the change of specific humidity in an active convection
time step proportional to the difference in specific humid-
ities between the column and the reference values, the rate
of precipitation will be smaller. Thereby the modified
scheme is discouraging heavy convection.
The second mechanism introduced is the extension of
scheme’s relaxation time, depending also on the value of
E. For heavier precipitation, when E is smaller, the relax-
ation time was made to increase. With E decreasing from
its maximum to its minimum allowed value, the relaxation
time was made to change linearly from its minimum pre-
scribed value to one 1/0.7 times greater. In this way this
mechanism also discourages heavy convection.
Experimenting with two cases of heavy convection over
warm water and using these changes, remarkably, Janjic
succeeded in avoiding excessive precipitation in the case in
which it was not justified, while not damaging the case in
which it was. It was later discovered, however, that the Eta
problem with excessive precipitation over warm water of
the late 1980s was not caused by the Betts-Miller con-
vection scheme, but by a faulty scheme for the surface heat
transport. Once the surface fluxes scheme of Janjic (1990)
was replaced by the ‘‘lbulk’’ scheme of Mesinger
(Mesinger and Lobocki 1991; see also Mesinger 2010), the
case of Janjic (1994) with heavy spurious precipitation was
rerun using the original Betts-Miller scheme, and no spu-
rious heavy precipitation was obtained. This result is
shown in the essay on the Eta Cumulus Convection (BMJ)
Scheme posted at http://etamodel.cptec.inpe.br/doc.shtml,
where also more detail on various parameters and addi-
tional discussion is included.
The two mechanisms even so remained in place in
NCEP’s Eta code albeit the first one with a reduced
intensity, by having the value of the parameter FS increased
to 0.85. One should, however, note that irrespective of the
motivation referred to above introduction of the two
mechanisms can be looked upon as an attractive feature
given that in parameterizing convection we are facing
a lack of first principle equations so that in the manner
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of turbulence theory using a value of nondimensional
parameter such as (17) so as to fit the experimental data
seems justified.
A well-established and persistent problem of the Eta
with the mechanisms and parameters as above is one of
having an increasing deficiency of heavy precipitation with
increasing precipitation thresholds, see, e.g., the plots in
Mesinger (2008). But in about a month and half mid-
summer ‘‘inverted profiles experiment’’, using for the
parameter FS the value of 1.1, this problem was removed
(Eric Rogers, 2000, personal communication). In this spirit,
various experiments were made at CPTEC with reversing
one and/or the other of the two mechanisms, or with
making one or the other of them neutral, insensitive to the
tentative precipitation intensity. Both mechanisms are
reversed in the Eta code at the time of this writing posted at
its CPTEC site, so as to make them act in the direction of
enhancing heavy convection, but we are encouraging users
to make experiments to check if they find the choices
suitable and also to consult the Essay referred to.
7 Momentum transport with the Kain-Fritsch scheme
The dynamics of convective systems are strongly con-
trolled by the shear of the horizontal wind. Strong trans-
ports occur within deep convective clouds and modify the
wind profile. Tiedtke (1989) showed that the inclusion of
the momentum transports by convection in the ECMWF
model strongly affected the rotational part of the flow in the
tropics. Based on diagnostics from cloud-resolving model
simulations, Gregory et al. (1997) developed a parameter-
ization scheme of convective momentum transports which
improved the global atmospheric circulation in the Unified
Model.
The model has an option to use the Kain-Fritsch (Kain
and Fritsch 1993; Kain 2004) cumulus parameterization
scheme. This is a mass flux type scheme in which the
convectively unstable cloud parcel rises and descends
going through entrainment and detrainment processes in
steady state. The scheme closure requires that 90% of the
initial convective available potential energy (CAPE) be
removed from the air column. The scheme distinguishes
deep and shallow convection. The cloud base mass flux of
deep cumulus is calculated from the grid-scale updraft,
whereas the cloud base mass flux of shallow cumulus is
dependent on the turbulent kinetic energy. Deep convection
entrainment rate increases with parcel buoyancy and in a
moister environment, and it is inversely proportional to
detrainment rate.
Momentum transports are included in the Kain-Fritsch
version of the Eta model (Bastos 2007). The environmental
horizontal winds at the cloud base are taken as the cloud
momentum. The scheme is using the entrainment and
detrainment rates and cloud mass flux, updrafts and
downdrafts calculated in the heating, and moistening part
of the scheme. Below cloud base, convective fluxes of
horizontal momentum decrease in ln p towards the surface,
whereas in the layer above cloud top those fluxes detrain
completely. Only downgradient momentum fluxes are
considered. Similar to the heating and moisture tendencies,
the horizontal wind tendencies due to convective fluxes
(conv) are given by
ou
ot

conv
¼  o x
0u0
 
op
ov
ot

conv
¼  o x
0v0
 
op
where x is the vertical velocity in pressure coordinates
(Pa s-1), u and v are the zonal and meridional wind com-
ponents (m s-1), respectively, the overbar refers to grid
scale resolved values and the prime refers to subgrid-scale
values. The right-hand side terms refer to contributions of
turbulent transports due to convection.
The discretized forms of the tendencies are given as
Du
Dt

conv
¼ 1
Dp
xu2 þ xd2ð Þu2  xu1 þ xd1ð Þu1½
þ eu þ edð Þum  duuum  ddudm
Dv
Dt

conv
¼ 1
Dp
xu2 þ xd2ð Þv2  xu1 þ xd1ð Þv1½
þ eu þ edð Þvm  duvum  ddvdm
where e and d are the entrainment and detrainment rates
(Pa s-1), respectively, the subscript m refers to layer mean
value, subscripts 1 and 2 to the base and the top of the
layer, and u and d to the updrafts and downdrafts,
respectively.
Figure 7 shows the Equitable Threat Score (ETS) and
the Bias Score (BS) of forecats over Southeast Brazil,
verifying at 48 and 72 h, calculated at 5-km resolution
once per day for the period 3–9 December 2006. This is in
the rainy season of the region. The scores are evaluated
considering approximately 120 surface stations. The curves
compare the runs with the original scheme (blue lines)
against those with the convective momentum transports
included (red lines). The ETS of the runs with the
momentum transports exhibit higher values, especially at
heavier precipitation rates, and the skill at 72 h shows less
reduction with respect to the 48-h forecasts. The BS indi-
cates that the Kain-Fritsch scheme in the Eta model gen-
erally overestimates precipitation amounts at all rates. The
BS curves show that the scheme with momentum transports
reduces this overestimation at heavier precipitation rates.
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The inclusion of the momentum transports causes small
displacements in the precipitation areas with respect to the
precipitation using the original scheme.
8 Molecular sublayer thickness
A nonstandard feature of the Eta PBL parameterizations is
the explicit parameterization of the molecular sublayer
over water (Janjic 1994). The parameterization is a con-
stant-gradient approximation of the relations of Liu et al.
(1979, LKB later on), with parameters based on the
experimental data of Mangarella et al. (1973). Subsequent
to the description of the scheme by Janjic (1994) it was,
however, noticed that what was considered to be a free
parameter of the scheme can in fact, for momentum
transfer, be specified according to data compiled by
Brutsaert (1982). This is our modification to be summa-
rized here.
In Janjic parameterization the exponential smooth
regime relationships of LKB with their gradual transition
into the turbulent surface layer are replaced by molecular
sublayers in which transports are determined entirely by
molecular diffusion, matched to log profiles above in which
transports are entirely turbulent. In addition, for chosen
values of friction velocity, the sublayers for the three
variables handled undergo discontinuous regime changes,
from smooth to rough, and into ‘‘rough with spray’’, as
suggested by experimental data of Mangarella et al. (1973).
When switching from smooth to the rough regime the
sublayer for momentum is removed, while the thicknesses
of the sublayers for the sensible and the latent heat fluxes
are reduced to one-third of their smooth regime values.
Switching into the rough with spray regime, these two
sublayers are removed as well.
With the chosen two-layer approach, fluxes on top of the
assumed molecular sublayers must be equal to those at the
bottom of the turbulent layers. Thus, if the mean flow
velocity, potential temperature, and specific humidity are
denoted by U, H, and q, respectively, and the subscript 1 is
used to denote the values of variables at the tops of the
molecular sublayers while the subscript s is used to denote
those at the surface, we have
m
U1  Us
z1u
¼ uu;
j
H1  Hs
z1h
¼ hu;
e
q1  qs
z1q
¼ qu;
ð18Þ
where m, j, and e are the kinematic viscosity, thermal
diffusivity, and molecular diffusivity of water vapor,
respectively, u* is the friction velocity, and h* and q* are
analogously defined scaling parameters for the sensible
heat and moisture fluxes, respectively. The right-hand sides
of (18) can also be expressed in terms of the standard
surface layer bulk relationships, and the equations thus
obtained solved for U1, H1 and q1 provided sublayer
thicknesses z1u, z1h, and z1q are known. These were
obtained by Janjic by postulating
Fig. 7 Equitable Threat Score (left) and Bias Score (right) of Eta
model forecasts of precipitation using the original Kain-Fritsch
(triangles) and included momentum transports (squares) schemes,
verifying at 48 h (solid lines) and 72 h (dotted lines), calculated over
Southeast Brazil for the period 3–9 December 2006. Numbers along
the abscissas show accumulated precipitation amounts in mm/24 h
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z1uu
Cm
¼ z1hu
Sj
¼ z1qu
De
¼ f; ð19Þ
C, S, and D here being parameters known as the inverse
interfacial drag coefficient, and inverse interfacial Stanton
and Dalton numbers, respectively, while f was considered
to be a tuning parameter. The value of f = 0.50 was
originally used (Janjic 1994). Values of for U1, H1 and q1
thus being determined, and the values at mid-point of the
lowest model layer known, fluxes can be calculated using
surface layer bulk formulae and the lowest layer transfer
coefficients, available from the surface layer code of the
model.
It was subsequently noted that the value of f, for
momentum transfer, can be determined from a procedure
suggested by Brutsaert (1982, p. 90). One can ask a
question: if the linear profile at the bottom of the molecular
sublayer is linearly extrapolated upwards, and the loga-
rithmic profile of the surface layer is at the same time
logarithmically extrapolated downwards, at what elevation
will the two extrapolated profiles intersect? This should be
the appropriate value of z1u, from which f can be calcu-
lated. Brutsaert also gives the result for the nondimensional
height used in his diagram, showing median of extensive
experiments, as z? = u*z/m = 11. Thus,
uz1u
m
¼ 11:
Combining this with the relation between z1u and f as
defined by (19), we have
f ¼ 11=C: ð20Þ
The ‘‘surface renewal theory’’ (e.g., LKB, or SCOR WG
110, 2000, Sect. 7.3.2 C) postulates the existence of small
eddies which intermittently transfer heat, etc. across the
transition layer between the molecular and the fully
turbulent layer. LKB have shown that Brutsaert’s
suggestion of the renewal time scale of these eddies
being proportional to the time scale of the Kolmogorov
eddies leads to
C ¼ GRr1=4; ð21Þ
where G is a proportionality constant, and Rr ¼ z0u=m is
the roughness Reynolds number. Thus, we obtain
f ¼ 11
GRr1=4
; ð22Þ
as the relationship we have been looking for.
Fitting velocity and temperature laboratory data to their
profile relationships LKB obtain for the smooth regime the
value of G close to 30, which is used by Janjic (1994). Our
attempts to identify temperature and moisture profile data
representations analogous to Brutsaert’s momentum dia-
gram that led to (22) have not been successful; thus, we are
continuing to use the same value of f for all three fluxes.
We have, however, replaced the use of a constant value of
f, of 0.35 in more recent NCEP Eta codes, by the value
given by the relation (22). This should increase the fluxes
for values of Rr greater than around 1, and reduce those for
smaller values of Rr.
9 A zonda windstorm case
Given that, as summarized earlier, misperformance on a
case of strong downslope winds, along with that of the
Witch of Agnesi topography experiments of Gallus and
Klemp led to a number of statements identifying the
problems encountered as coming from the eta coordinate,
an example of the performance of our upgraded code in a
real data case of a strong downslope windstorm appears
desirable.
We will to that end display results of the upgraded Eta
forecast of a severe zonda wind event of 11 July 2006.
Zonda is the wind down the slopes of the Andes well
known in the area east of the highest peaks of the Andes
Cordillera, at the latitudes north of 358S, where the Cor-
dillera rises rapidly with several peaks over 6,000 m, such
as the Aconcagua Peak (6,959 m). During the zonda epi-
sodes the temperature at various lee stations is known to
rise rapidly, within 6 h or so, to values 10 and 208 C greater
than before, as a result of the foehn effect. San Juan (lat-
itude 31360S, 630 m above sea level, ASL) and Mendoza
(32510S, 754 m ASL) are two major population centers of
the area affected by the phenomenon. Performance of the
Eta in zonda situations has been discussed by Seluchi et al.
(2003), and the case of July 2006 has been analyzed by
Norte et al. (2008) and run using the RAMS (or, BRAMS,
Brazilian RAMS) model. This was done using the ‘‘shaved
cells’’ option of RAMS, with quasi-horizontal coordinate
surfaces (Tremback and Walko 2004; Ana Graciela Ulke,
2007, personal communication). The two references on
zonda cited provide a lot of information on zonda in gen-
eral, and the latter one specifically on the case we have
experimented with as well.
In Fig. 8 we are showing the vertical cross sections of
temperature, in the model’s west-east direction, with the
left panel showing the situation 24 h after the initial time of
0000 UTC 10 July 2006, and the right panel the situation
9 h later, at 33 h. The position of cross sections shown was
chosen near the station of San Juan. Note that the local
times at the time of the experiment are 3 h behind the UTC
time; thus, the right-hand panel corresponds to the time of
the middle panel of Fig. 15 of Norte et al. (2008). Yet, the
comparison of the two results is not straightforward, with
our plots showing regular temperature as opposed to the
equivalent potential temperature of the Norte et al. plots,
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and the resolutions of the models run being different as well.
The domain we used is of 2,637 9 2,924 km of the model’s
rotated longitude 9 latitude, with the grid distance of about
8.3 km along the model’s grid equator, and less away from it,
and 60 layers in the vertical. Just as those of our Figs. 4, 5, 6,
the plots of Fig. 8 are made using the NCAR graphics
package, with each model’s grid point temperature or
topography depicted with no interpolation, this permitting
the extraordinary detail of the rough Andes topography of the
place and of the model as used to be seen.
Comparing the values of temperatures of the two plots
one can notice signs of an adiabatic ascent on the western
upslope side of the Andes Cordillera with reduction of
near-surface temperatures, and of an adiabatic warming on
their downslope side, with considerable temperature
increase during the 9 h of forecast time that have elapsed
between the two plots. Temperatures of\284 K are seen in
the left-hand plot around the area of the San Juan station,
chosen to be in the middle of the plot. Note that the Eta is a
layer model, so that the temperatures depicted are layer-
averaged temperatures, which holds also for the lowest grid
cells next to the ground surface. In the right-hand plot in
the same area, temperatures of more than 296 K are seen.
With temperature contours chosen to be at 1-K intervals in
the warmest regions of the plots (not shown) temperatures
of more than 297 K have been seen to have occurred in the
San Juan area. Thus, in the San Juan area, a zonda warming
of about 14 K has been forecast, suggesting that with the
upgrades implemented the Eta model is capable of realistic
forecasts of downslope windstorms. With the maximum
warming seen near the ground of the right-hand plot, there
is also no sign of flow separation in the lee such as seen in
the left-hand plot of Fig. 3. The extraordinary roughness of
the topography encountered is also something we feel is
worth taking note of.
We have also made an experiment in which we have
created plots of Fig. 8 running the Eta with its nonhydrostatic
option switched off. The results (not shown) were quite
similar, but the zonda warming at the bottom of the major lee
slope in the middle of the plots was about 1 K smaller than
that of the nonhydrostatic experiment shown in Fig. 8.
10 Work in progress, discussion, and concluding
comments
While we have in the preceding sections summarized
model upgrades implemented within the code posted at its
CPTEC web site, close cooperation with the group of the
University of Athens, led by Professor George Kallos,
needs to be mentioned. While perhaps not all of the
upgrades we listed are included in the Athens code, going
by the name Skiron, or Skiron/Eta, or Skiron/Dust, the
Athens code is coupled to advanced aerosols/dust package,
and has been used for numerous air quality studies as well
as operational forecasts addressing several application
areas (e.g., Kallos et al. 2007; Astitha et al. 2010; Spyrou
et al. 2010; Zoras et al. 2010; among others). Specifically,
Fig. 8 Vertical cross sections of topography and temperature at 24 h
after the initial time of the forecast, at 1200 UTC 10 July 2006, left
panel, and at 33 h, right panel, respectively, across the Andes at about
the place of their highest elevation. The code used is that of the
upgraded Eta, with its nonhydrostatic option on
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the latest upgrade of the Athens code consists of the
replacement of the GFDL radiation packages by the
RRTMG radiation code which is a high priority for
implementation also in our upgraded Eta code summarized
here. Skiron, by the way, was the Greek god of the
northwest wind, depicted on the Tower of the Winds in
Athens.
Our plans foresee further refinements in a number of
areas. This includes some of the features summarized; for
example, work on the Kain-Fritsch cumulus parameteri-
zation scheme is still ongoing. Recently, a parameter
dependent on resolution was introduced into the scheme to
control the conversion of cloud liquid water or ice into
convective precipitation (Gomes and Chou 2010) which
improved the skill score of precipitation forecasts in cases
of South Atlantic Convergence Zone and cold fronts.
The upgraded code described here is in use at a number
of places, in some of them operationally, and in yet others
in regional climate projects and for multidecadal runs
(Chou et al. 2011), with a very large number of runs
completed. The robustness of the code seems thus to have
been confirmed to within a high level of confidence. As to
the code verification via comparison versus results of other
codes, we feel the results of the ensemble experiments of
Veljovic et al. (2010) should be noticed. In these experi-
ments, a 26-member Eta ensemble driven by ECMWF
32-day ensemble members achieved 250 hPa wind scores,
as verified against ECMWF analyses, about equal and most
of the time slightly better than those of its global ECMWF
driver members, in spite of absorbing the handicap of the
unavoidable lateral boundary errors.
A final comment may be appropriate regarding our
discussion of the attractiveness of the finite-volume
approach in Sect. 3 and statement that with the replacement
of the vertical advection scheme the upgraded Eta as a
result of its flux-type schemes and the use of the eta
coordinate has become approximately a finite-volume
model. We wish to stress that the upgraded Eta because of
the features of its Arakawa type schemes beyond those that
just work with fluxes, such as conservation of energy and
C-grid enstrophy, and conservation of energy in transfor-
mations between the kinetic and potential energy in space
differencing, includes physically valuable properties that a
standard finite-volume model will not have. Specifically,
the former two features above prevent systematic transport
of energy toward small scales within the two-dimensional
nondivergent part of the flow, thereby removing a signifi-
cant noise-generation mechanism that otherwise would
exist. Thus, the upgraded Eta’s dynamical core could well
be referred to as a ‘‘finite-volume ?’’ dynamical core.
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